In developing an automation in processes, a demand for compact and simple distance measurement is increasing. A compact distance meter based on self-coupling effect of semiconductor laser has been studied. It is a compact and simple sensor with high accuracy as it consists of only a laser and a lens. However, a measurement error of this distance meter increases due to mode hop of Fabry-Perot (FP) type semiconductor laser. In this paper, a distance meter based on self-coupling effect using vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) is studied. It is confirmed that the mode hop for VCSEL does not happen and the distance meter using VCSEL can measure a distance. Furthermore, the distance meter using VCSEL with less optical output power can measure longer distance than that using FP laser.
In developing an automation in processes, a demand for compact and simple distance measurement is increasing. A compact distance meter based on self-coupling effect of semiconductor laser has been studied. It is a compact and simple sensor with high accuracy as it consists of only a laser and a lens. However, a measurement error of this distance meter increases due to mode hop of Fabry-Perot (FP) type semiconductor laser. In this paper, a distance meter based on self-coupling effect using vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) is studied. It is confirmed that the mode hop for VCSEL does not happen and the distance meter using VCSEL can measure a distance. Furthermore, the distance meter using VCSEL with less optical output power can measure longer distance than that using FP laser.
The measurement system is composed of three parts, a sensor part, a laser diode driver and a frequency measurement equipment. The sensor part consists of only a semiconductor laser and a lens with diameter of 18mm. The semiconductor laser is a FUJI XEROX VCSEL-AS-0001 with a wavelength of 850nm or, OPTEK VCSEL OPV310 with a wavelength of 850nm. Laser diode drive circuit supplies to laser diode the injection current modulated with triangular wave of 1 kHz. The laser output slightly increases by the self-coupled effect with the light scattered at the object surface. It is possible to measure a distance by measuring a frequency of variation in optical output signal (Self-coupling signal frequency). The self-coupling signal frequency is observed by PD build in the laser package. In frequency measurement circuit, the triangular wave is removed and the self-coupling signal frequency is measured. A frequency measurement circuit consists of three parts such as IV conversion circuit, a high pass filter, and FFT. High path filter is used to remove a triangular wave from a received signal. FFT is performed using the function of PC. White paper is used as a measurement object.
The influence of mode hop of a laser diode on a self-coupling distance meter is investigated using the FP type laser diode. A distace is measured in the state where mode hop occurs, or in the state where mode hop does not occur. As a result, when mode hop occurs, the measurement error increases by 4 or more times and mode hop must be avoided for precise measurement.
Next, the VCSEL is checked whether mode hop would occur by measuring the spectral characteristic of a VCSEL. Operating wavelengths as a function of injection current with a parameter of temperature are shown in Fig.1 . The operating wavelength is measured by using the optical spectrum analyzer ADVANTEST Q8347. It is seen that mode hop does not occur in spite of changing injection current and temperature. Self-coupling signal frequencies and statistical errors using AS-0001 with output power of 0.42mW as a function of distance are shown in Fig.2 . The self-coupling signal frequency is proportional to a distance and it can measure a distance up to 120cm. On the other hand, FP type laser with output power of 8mW could measure only the same distance. Then, it is seen that VCSEL with a lower optical power can measure longer distance. It is considered that self-coupling effect occurs strongly in VCSEL which receives the more scattered light by the larger aperture than FP laser. A distance is measured using OPV310 with optical power of 0.42mW to 4mW. The longest measurable distance increases and the statistical error decreases with increasing optical output power. OPV310 with optical power of 0.42mW can only measure a distance up to 80cm. It is confirmed that OPV310 has many sidebands and the optical energy less concentrates in the central wavelength by measuring optical characteristic.
It is found that VCSEL is superior to a light source of a self-coupling distance meter, as VCSEL has no mode hop and it can measure longer distance with lower optical power than FP laser. In developing an automation in processes, a demand for compact and simple distance measurement is increasing. A compact distance meter based on self-coupling effect of semiconductor laser has been studied. It is a compact and simple sensor with high accuracy as it consists of only a laser and a lens. However, a measurement error of this distance meter increases due to mode hop of FP type semiconductor laser. In this paper, a distance meter based on self-coupling effect using VCSEL is studied. It is confirmed that the mode hop for VCSEL does not happen and the distance meter using VCSEL can measure a distance.
Furthermore, the distance meter using VCSEL with less optical output power can measure longer distance than that using FP laser. 図 5 AS-0001 の分光特性 図 9 自己結合信号周波数-距離 Fig. 9 . Self-coupling frequency vs distance.
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